Instrument Manager v8.14.10
Overview of the New Features and Functionality
IM v8.14: Specimen Routing & Test Code Mapping

• Specimen Routing (SR)
  – SR Configuration can be edited without stopping SR connection

• IHE Law Support

• Test Code Mapping
  – Improvements when returning ordered test code if multiple occurrences of a test are ordered and have different dilutions or AWOS ID.

• Specimen Management
  – Test Sort in Previous Results Pane
  – Import/Export Color Coding
Demonstrate in the Product

• Specimen Management
  – Run Pane Improvements
    ▪ Sorting Runs
    ▪ Non-Repeateable Data Elements
  – Specimen Warnings Rules and on Release
  – Deleting Specimen
Demonstrate in the Product - continued

• Default Color Scheme to improve legibility

• Upgrade Across Hardware Confirmation
Questions?

Thank you for your time!
Thank you for your time!
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